
 

Today we would like to show you how to make a ti nspire student 3.2 crack! Below we will guide you through the process step by step and hope that you enjoy it :) The first thing we're going to do is open up the command prompt and then download and unzip the softice bin that can be found right here: https://www.file-uploader.com/download-simple-softice-bin . This file will contain all of the files
needed in order to get your ti nspire set up for cracking, so after downloading it just unzip it so you have a folder with all of its contents in it. Next we're going to open up the command prompt and browse to the folder we just unzipped using cd.. and then typing in the address of the unzipped folder. This should be: cd C:SofticeBin If you don't know how to open the command prompt, press start and
type cmd and it should come up as an option that you can right click and then either run as administrator or just double click. So now that we're inside our unzipped folder of Softice Bin, let's set up our ti nspire for cracking! The first thing we need to do is copy our student apps. This is done by navigating to the TIApps folder and then using copy and paste to drag and drop all of the apps we want onto
the ti nspire. Now we need to make a configuration file for our ti nspire, but before we can do that we need some information about its drive letter. To find this information type: ld /? (make sure your cursor is on some space within the command prompt as this will bring up a list of options/commands.) On some computers one of these options might be "drive information", but it will usually be either
"lod" or "ldisk" after hitting enter. Find this and then open that with: notepad "Drive information: (Change drive letter, if necessary)." and then copy and paste the contents into a blank text area. Make sure to change the L: to TiNspire and the D: to internal SD card. Next we need to make a configuration file for our ti nspire, but before we can do that we need some information about its drive letter. To
find this information type: (make sure your cursor is on some space within the command prompt as this will bring up a list of options/commands. ) On some computers one of these options might be "drive information", but it will usually be either "lod" or "ldisk" after hitting enter. Find this and then open that with: notepad "TiNspire Configuration" and then copy and paste the contents into a blank
text area. Make sure to change the L: to TiNspire and the D: to external SD card if your ti nspire came with one. Next we need to edit our configuration file so that it has information about our drives, so first we should change all of the letters since they may be different from what we first used.
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